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SOMMELIER’S CHOICE
                               150ml         750ml

CHAMPAGNE

BRUT

Barons De Rothschild, Brut  NV  119     570

Orange zest, lemongrass, jasmine and chalky minerals on the perfumed nose, with a hint of white 
pepper adding lift. Juicy, mineral-accented citrus and orchard fruit flavors are fleshed out by 
suggestions of melon and honey, putting on weight with air while maintaining vivacity. Spicy and 
focused on the very long, mineral-drivenfinish, which leaves chalky mineral and floral notes behind.

SPARKLING
Santa Margherita, Prosecco Superiore Di Valdobbiadene, Brut, Italy  NV  43    .200

Clean, pleasantly fruity bouquet, reminiscent of rennet apples and peach blossom. Its flavor is 
rounded and well-balanced. It has a very fine, persistent bead and scents of apples and pears 
that act as a prelude to the flavors of ripe stone fruit with a bit of melon and orange. Fresh and 
lively with a long, dry, yeasty finish.

ROSÉ
Studio by Miraval Rose, Famille Perrin, Cotes de Provence, France  2022  49      230

Fresh red berries, honeysuckle and a hint of toasty lees on the deeply perfumed nose. on the palate, 
offering intense strawberry, blood orange and gingery spiceflavors and a deeper suggestion of 
white peach that builds with air. Smoothly blends richness and delicacy and finishes very long and 
precise.

WHITE
Shoreland, Bin 158, Hunter Valley, Semillon Sauvignon Blanc, Australia  2021  31      140

Highly aromatic with clear and pure aromas of citrus and some tropical support. The palate is 
bouncy and refreshing, with crystal-clear fruits, fleshy texture, lively acidity, plenty of punchy 
flavour and a thirst-inducing close.

Villiera, Jasmine, Stellenbosch, Moscat Ottonel, Gewürztraminer & Riesling,                          2023  37      170

South Africa  
Bouquet of plum blossom, musk, rose petals offers youth and freshness. Carries through to the 
palate, offering fruity, balanced acidity and length.

Alpha Estate, Single Block Aghia Kiriaki, Macedonia, Assyrtiko, Greece  2020  53      250
Lovely bright yellow colour, intense lemon zest bouquet, concentrated citrus, peach and pear 
flavours, nice and dry with really smooth texture. This is sophisticated wine with a persistent 
finish that leaves the mouth feeling fresh and hungry for more.

Neudorf, Nelson, Tiritiri, Chardonnay, New Zealand  2022  45     210

Aromas and flavours of grapefruit and ripe peaches, red apple and spices of oak layered between 
mineral and clay with a stony gravel suggestion. White flowers and citrus. Delicious on the palate 
with layers of citrus to stonefruit, apple to quince. The combination of mineral soil, oak and acidity 
with fine wood tannins lead to a fine finish. Not too unlike a Chablis this wine is an excellent aperitif style.
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RED
Satellite by Spy Valley, Marlborough, Pinot Noir, New Zealand  2022  49 230

A bouquet of red cherry and plum, there’s a floral quality and juicy fleshy lift. Fleshy, ripe, fruity 
and dry with a core varietal quality of red berry fruits, fine tannins and crisp acidity. Tannins have 
a fine needle point quality and fruit coupled with acidity delivers a crunchy texture and balanced 
even finish.

Primitivo di Puglia ,Casa Girelli Canaletto, Italy   2020  33  150

Well-balanced, rich and smooth, it has intense notes of ripe dark berry fruits, with blackcurrants, 
blackberries and cherries bursting through on the palate.

Shoreland, Bin 158, Hunter Valley, Merlot, Australia  2020  33          150

The nose has delicate cherry characters with undertones of honey peach. Lovely spice and clove 
characters are also evident. The wine has a soft mouth entry and a rich complex mid palate, with 
flavours of blackcurrant. The wine finishes with fine tannins, combined with excellent oak and subtle 
cherry flavours.

Quinta de S. Sebastião, Q.S.S. Rare, Tinto, Portugal  2021  39 180

With part of the proceeds going to preserve wildlife, this wine is a rich blend of Touriga Nacional, 

Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah. Firm tannins and rich black fruits are laced with lifted acidity and 

spice from wood aging.

DESSERT                                 45ml

Sauternes, Réserve du Ciron, Calvet, France  2016  25

Ripe apricot and creamed-apple flavors give this wine a crisp edge. Underneath plenty of ripe 

honey and spice is cut with acidity, giving balance to the wine. It is bright at the end and never 

cloying.


